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ECAL1:

➢ Light Diodes Monitoring preparation is in progress.
  Light adapters with LEDs cards were prepared and tested for
  the Shashlyk and LG counters. 7 devices should be produced for
  the LG bundles. PC boards are existed, components are ordered.

➢ Power Supply for OLGA and MAINZ part is ordered.

➢ HV for GAMS part is on, calorimeter is included into DCS monitoring.

➢ Problem with the relative encoder for vertical movement.
ECAL2 Status

➢ Refurbishment of the shapers crates PS is finished on 09/07/2021. Cabling was finished today and test with LEDs is started.

➢ Some problems are appeared due to the different reductions of the shaper cards. Should be fixed.

➢ HV is on, calorimeter is included into the DCS monitoring.

➢ Problem is present with the relative encoder for horizontal movement.